Election Integrity Project® California (EIPCa) launches United Sovereign Americans (USA) Stars & Stripes Tour

February 15-17, 2024 in California

Mark Your Calendars – Powerful Opportunity to Hear How.....

USA is working with each state, including California, to develop court-worthy evidence regarding violation of federal law to certify invalid elections. Invalid elections include those in which voter rolls contain registrants that do not qualify to be counted, such as deceased, duplicates, or those who have moved.

Come hear Marly Hornik and Harry Haury lay out the strategy to use excellent research of the voter rolls to identify the number or registrants on the voter rolls that do not qualify to vote and cannot be included in the certification of an election.

Linda Paine will update the work of EIPCa, report on the Feb. 5th Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals hearing and layout the next steps for EIPCa as continue to prove that California election laws, regulations, county policies and procedures are violate federal law and are therefore unconstitutional.

United Sovereign Americans (USA) Founders Marly Hornick, CEO and Harry Haury, Chairman will join Linda Paine, EIPCa President & CEO at FIVE CA venues to present the USA strategy to ensure only valid elections are certified and provide an update of EIPCa’s federal lawsuit challenging the constitutionality of California’s election laws, regulations, policies and procedures.

Join us at one of these venues to learn more find out how to get involved!

Please contact EIPCa with questions at corpoffice@eip-ca.com

If you are not able to join us at one of the 5 events, no problem! Some of the events as indicated below will be live-streamed.

Links will be included in our final Update to be sent on Feb. 12, 2024.

Download the flyer for each event by clicking on the date of the event.
When & Where?

- **February 15th – Orange County** (Stanton) – 11:00 a.m., live-streamed
- **February 15th – Ventura County** (Oxnard) – 6:00 p.m.
- **February 16th – Fresno County** (Clovis) – 10:30 a.m., live-streamed
- **February 16th – Sacramento County** (Sacramento) – 6:30 p.m.
- **February 17th – Shasta County** (Redding) – 11:00 a.m., live-streamed

★ **USA - Why It Matters**

To restore the validity of our elections by the November 2024 election, we must act now with a compelling, crystal-clear strategy across the nation. The courts, bureaucrats, and politicians increasingly view themselves as election referees, overseeing close contests and ultimately making the final call.

**This is a gross violation of their duty and reduces suffrage to the arbitrary will of bureaucrats.**

USA’s focus on the validity of elections implements the use of federal law reflected in NVRA, HAVA, and the Federal Prosecution of Election Offenses to hold election officials accountable to follow federal law that clearly states

**ONLY valid elections are to be certified.**

Validity begins with maintaining accurate voter rolls in order to prevent illegitimate registrations from generating illegitimate votes.

California citizens must work together to
1) observe and document the Primary as citizen observers and
2) present the scorecard and Resolutions to election officials.